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THE SCIENCE, SKILL & ART OF PENDULUM USAGE

Pendulum usage is a beautiful harmony of the trinity of Science, Skill and Art. It is rooted in Science,
developed as a skill and expanded for use in your life as an art. 

You can’t learn pendulum usage by reading about it. You learn by experience, practice and guidance from 
Spirit.

In MODULE 1 we addressed the Science of Pendulum Usage, as well as a brief snapshot of the history of 
its use throughout the history of the world.

In MODULE 2 you experienced the explanation and demonstration of the Skill of Pendulum Usage and you 
began practicing, entraining and recognizing your own signals.

In MODULE 3 you began to experience the Art of Pendulum Usage. You learned the exact protocol I’ve 
developed and used over years of practice with clients and family members – with the idea of it being a 
model for developing your own protocols.

Now in MODULE 4 we’ll be expanding the base of the Art of Pendulum Usage; addressing several nuances 
of successful pendulum usage, as well as some suggestions for developing protocols in different aspects of 
your life. 

PENDULUM USAGE AND YOUR MIND, FOCUS AND INTENTION

Your mind, your focus and your intention are each respectively a facet of your ‘super powers’. 

This is a topic of conversation that goes far beyond the scope of our Pendulum class, yet it’s important to 
address in the context of our class, simply because it can and will impact your results with Pendulum usage.

As a Divine Being having a human experience, you innately carry potent creative ‘super powers’.  

NOTHING in your world is created nor brought into being without 
first having thought of or dwelt upon the possibility. As you learn 
that principle, you begin to catch a glimpse of the ‘super’ power of 
the mind.

The mind is a tool that is used both by the ego, soul and by Spirit 
to communicate with you. Learning to distinguish the differing 
signals is an important part of our life’s journey.

One thing I know for sure, dowsing will support the development 
of your intuitive senses, helping you to be more aware of spiritual 
nudges and ‘pings’. 

It’s important to learn the difference between generating 
answers from your own personal attachment to an answer 
and subconscious projections - - and the response of your 
pendulum that is beyond your personal influence.
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TUNE IN YOUR TUNER

Consider what happens when you turn on your car stereo and scan the dials to tune in to a radio station – 
your radio tuner will be tuning in to the frequency and wavelength of a specific station. One frequency and 
wavelength will give you country music, another will give you Top 40 Hits.

Using your mind in the same way, your focus and intention will be your tuner; tuning in to the frequency and 
wavelength of your subject while using your pendulum. Staying tuned in to a person, place, thing, substance or 
idea will make a difference in your results. 

Training your mind to focus and stay ‘tuned in’ with your attention to the subject at hand is a large part of the skill 
that’s needed in successful pendulum use. It’s one reason why you don’t want to be distracted by a television 
show, movie, or distracting person.

As mentioned above, your own mental, emotional or physical state will create ‘static’ or interference – just as 
electrical storms can interfere with radio reception. Sometimes you just need to let the storm pass. Sometimes 
you just need to let your own personal ‘static’ pass. 

PRACTICE EXERCISES

A.  Hold your pendulum. Command it to make clock-wise circles.  
      Stay focused on that command until it begins to circle clock-wise.

B.  Command it to stop.

C.  Repeat. Continue practicing, developing your focus and sub-conscious ability to influence the  
      movement of your pendulum.

a.  Once you’re proficient in this exercise, practice the following:

i.  Generating counter-clockwise circles and stopping, in the same way as above.

ii.  Generating forward-backward movement and stopping.

iii.  Generating side-to-side movement and stopping.

These simple practice exercises will assist you in learning to feel the difference between your own ‘attached’ 
commands and spontaneous true ‘non-attached’ answers.
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THE POWER OF QUESTIONS
 
Developing quality questions can also make all the difference in your results. It’s one reason why I’ve suggested 
that you write down your questions in advance, so you can formulate, refine and clarify before asking them with 
your pendulum. 

Because we’re working with a technology that only responds to ‘yes’ or ‘no’ questions, we can often tend to 
generalize with our questions. That will give us mediocre responses. 

Learn how to refine your question-asking-skills. 

•	 Keep your questions simple, clear, specific and direct. 

•	 Make sure you aren’t asking more than one question at a time.

•	 Ask a clear question that isn’t open to multiple interpretations.

EXAMPLE

This is a good book. 
Vs 
Reading this book will assist me in my goal of growing my business.

•	 Rather than using ‘good’ as a qualifier, ask clearer, more direct questions.

EXAMPLE

Is this food good for me to eat? 
Vs 
Is this food the most ideal food for me to eat now? 

•	 Keep your mind focused on the question at hand. 

•	 Don’t change your mind to another question while waiting for your pendulum’s response.

•	 Don’t ask questions with an expectation for a specific answer. That’s attachment to an outcome and 
won’t give you a True answer.

CLARIFY                SIMPLIFY                FOCUS
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BUILDING PROTOCOLS
 
The protocol that was outlined in MODULE 3 is a model for developing a Health & Healing protocol.

It is also a model for what’s possible in any category of need.

The beauty of using your pendulum is that it can begin to support you in transforming ANY quality-of-life need.

To give you a brief overview of some possibilities, here are a few ideas. More detailed suggestions can be 
developed if you’re interested.

Weight Loss

Weight loss issue can be rooted in several arenas:

Physical needs 

Physical deficiencies

Physical fitness 

Emotional blocks 

Emotional wounds 

Emotional needs

Mental blocks 

Mental wounds 

Spiritual ‘schism’ 

Soul lessons 

And more. . .

Begin developing a protocol,  
using the model that you received  
in MODULE 3, using the above 
categories as a starting point.
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BUILDING PROTOCOLS

Fitness

Are there any restrictions to clear?

Physical

Mental

Emotional

Soul-level 

What physical activities would best serve the purpose of increasing  
fitness level this week (month etc) 

Cardio? 

Street running?

Treadmill? 

Step machine? 

Elliptical? 

Bike? 

Flexibility? 

Bikram yoga 

Yin yoga 

Pilates 

Movement 

Dance 

Swimming 

Plyometrics 

Cross-fit

Begin developing a protocol, using the model that you received in Module 3, using the above categories as 
a starting point.

Personal Growth & Transformation

Identify prosperity and/or abundance blocks

Clearing blocks

Identify resources 

Books 

Courses 

Coaches/mentors

Begin developing a protocol, using the model that you received in MODULE 3, using the above categories as a 
starting point.
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BUILDING PROTOCOLS

Business Development

Marketing

Twitter

Instagram

Facebook

LinkedIn

YouTube

Pintrest 

Google+ 

Blog 

periscope

Relationship building

Business focus

Affiliate opportunities

Business partnership
Begin developing a protocol, using the model that you received in MODULE 3, using the above categories as 
a starting point.
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NEXT STEP

As you can see, there is much to be learned with The Science, Skill & Art of Pendulum Usage!

The intent of this class has been to EMPOWER you. You now have an understanding of the science, 
history and background of pendulum usage. You’ve also had time to practice and work with a specific protocol. 

Now that you’ve had an introduction to the art of asking questions, the importance of staying focused and the 
value of developing your own intuitive skills, you’re ready to practice, practice, practice. 

Having this tool available in your tool box of services to assist others is such a boon for them and for you!

Have fun as you develop your relationship with pendulum usage.

Enjoy the journey of learning and developing this powerful new skill.

Stay connected with the Facebook group. It’s always available for you to ask questions, share successes and to 
interact with others who are also expanding their repertoire of tools and skills!

Many blessings,

PS I would love to hear from you about what you learned, how it’s helped you and how you’ll be using it in the 
future. Sharing your testimonial would also be very helpful for others.  

Please email lorene@EssentialOilsAcademy.com or PM me on Facebook.


